When it's time to schedule your deposition in Spain, we want you to have the most comprehensive information
available at your fingertips. That is why our experts have put together this easy-to-follow guide on setting up a
deposition in Spain. First, let's answer some of the most important questions:
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Are there any

Taking U.S. depositions in Spain is permissible and in general, you can

restrictions on

depose willing witnesses in Spain without any special formalities or

holding a U.S.

involvement of foreign courts.

depo in Spain?

Can depos in

Depositions in Spain can take place at the venue of your choosing, whether that

Spain take place

be a hotel, law firm office, conference room, or videoconferencing facility.

at any venue?

Does a U.S.

No. U.S. passport holders may enter Spain for up to 90 days for tourist or

passport holder

business purposes without a visa.

need a visa to
enter Spain?

How early should

Give yourself a minimum of 4 weeks to plan. The further you plan ahead, the

we plan for a

more likely it is that you'll be able to locate and book the right professionals for

depo in Spain?

your deposition.

Are there court

Optima Juris has region-based court reporters for depositions in Spain,

reporters in

which means lower travel costs for you.

Europe for U.S.
depos?
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Scheduling or Questions? Call 1.8 55.678.4628

Essential travel information
for Spain
Traveling to Spain for a deposition? Get the
most out of your visit by brushing up on the
culture with these useful travel tips.

Spain uses the euro. Before you leave,
notify your bank, credit card company,
or other financial institutions that you
are going overseas.

Tipping in Spain may not be considered
customary, but there are certain places
when it's acceptable to leave a few
coins. A good rule of thumb is to skip the
GENERAL
TIPPING

tip at cheaper restaurants and leave up
to l O percent when service exceeds
expectations in upscale dining
establishments.
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